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Insuring Morality
Tom Baker*
University of Connecticut
Keywords: insurance, risk, moral regulation, moral hazard, actuarialism
Tom Baker is the Connecticut Mutual Professor of Law and Director of the Insurance Law Center
at the University of Connecticut School of Law. A co-founder of the New England Insurance and
Society Study Group, he writes and teaches about insurance, risk and responsibility.
This article describes and compares two forms of moral regulation employed in connection with
insurance institutions. The first governs through moralized personal attributes or pressures like
"temptation" and "character." The second governs through moralized institutional or system
attributes and processes described in terms of "efficiency." The article traces these forms of moral
regulation from the mid-19th century to the present, arguing that both continue to inform popular
and specialized discourses of risk.

Insurance is often described in the “governmentality” literature as a rationalizing technology, the
product of disinterested actuaries technically manipulating populations into categories whose losses can
be predicted well enough to produce profits for private companies and accurate budgets for state
enterprise. (e.g., Ewald 1991, 1999b; Simon 1988; Defert 1991). In this view insurance appears as an
amoral technology that acts on and through populations whose values, customs, identities, allegiances,
practices and so on are the product of an earlier, “moralistic,” “juridical” or “organic” age that is giving
way to the rationalizing effects of insurance and other forms of technology. (Cf. Beck 1992)

Such work has done much to deepen our understanding of the insurance field, the study of which
recently has been left almost exclusively to economists. Yet, while it has illuminated some of the diverse
social meanings and contexts of insurance, this work too often shares with the economics literature a
presentation of insurance that accepts the actuarial standpoint of insurance practitioners (but see Ericson
2000 and O’Malley 1999). For example, in Ewald’s (1991, 1999b) insightful analysis of the role of
insurance in developing at the end of the 19th century a “social” morality of risk that varied considerably
from the prevailing “individualistic” or “juridical” morality of risk, the insurance that is driving this
development is represented as an abstract technology, a form of social physics, that operates on, but not

through, moral intention.1 Likewise, when Defert (1991:212) described the development of the private
market antecedents to social insurance in 19th century France, he identified insurance as a technology of
social rationality that is counterposed to “traditional or moral imperatives.” Similarly, when Simon
summed up a host of seemingly unrelated, more recent developments within the framework of “actuarial
practices” he, too, employed a vision of an insurance technology that acts on, and not through, morality.
Indeed, Simon’s dystopian critique of “the ideological effects of actuarial practices” rests on the “demoralization” that results when actuarial practices aggregate human subjects according to “the numerous
formal attributes that could describe them.” (1988:793-94)

Yet, within the insurance field there is a counter-story of insurance as an explicitly moral, and
moralizing, set of institutions. This counter-story operates to this day very much within a disciplinary
framework – a framework that Simon explicitly, and Ewald and Defert implicitly, contrast with the
“actuarial” (Simon) or “insurantial” (Ewald and Defert). It also calls into question the dichotomy
between the “moral” on the one hand and the “technical,” “actuarial” or “insurantial” on the other.
Ewald, Defert and Simon have identified conceptually distinct and important forms of the regulation of
self and others, but both can operate as forms of moral regulation (cf., Hunt 1999): the counter-story selfconsciously so, the actuarial story effectively so. Indeed, a shift to actuarial or demographic ways of
thinking does not eliminate appeals to the good, true or beautiful, it simply introduces a different frame
for those appeals.

I begin by sketching the counter-story of insurance, a story that was told in connection with
measures first taken by 19th century American insurance companies to address what they called “moral
hazards” (i.e., negligent and fraudulent insureds), as well as situations that tempted otherwise good people
in that direction. For these companies, moral hazard was, above all, a function of the character of the
individuals insured, and, thus, the measures they took to address that hazard focused on individuals:
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character underwriting, exhortations to responsible behavior, inspections and claims investigations. From
this perspective, both risk and insurance were moral proving grounds, and in order to protect their
interests, the companies engaged in an overtly disciplinary form of moral regulation.

I then turn from the counter-story to the most self-consciously amoral account of insurance – that
told by neoclassical economists. The closest that we have to a social physics of insurance, the economics
of insurance rigorously ignores the individual variation in character that was of such concern to 19th
century insurers and replaces the moralistic notion of temptation with a technical concept of moral hazard.
In neoclassical economics, moral hazard is a technical term for the effect that insurance has on the
incentive to avoid a loss. Like other incentives, moral hazard is a product of the reward structure
provided to individuals by their environment; it is not a measure or description of character or moral
worth. In this view, moral hazard is an unfortunately “emotive word” for a phenomenon that “has little to
do with morality,” and risk and insurance are amoral forces that act on a population through the behavior
of people acting in their individual best interests. (Pauly 1968: 535)

Yet, when we examine the economics of insurance closely, we find that it does embody a distinct
morality. Like the moral judgments of the 19th century insurers, the economics of insurance divides
populations into good and bad, excludes at least some of the bad from the insurance pool, and designs
insurance institutions to take into account the limits of virtue as a basis for the ordering of society. Of
course, the rhetoric is quite different (and so, sometimes, are the results). Instead of character and
temptation, we find risk and incentive. Instead of good and bad people, we find low and high risks.
Instead of morality, we find efficiency. Nevertheless, an orientation toward efficiency can be no less a
form of moral regulation than more transparently moralized approaches. Indeed, economic analysis can
be understood as an attempt to replace a reflexive, traditional morality with a rational morality based on
maximizing social welfare. Thus, rather than a break between the moralizing discourse of the individual
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or the juridical and the de-moralizing discourse of economics or the actuarial, we find a continuity of
moral inflection.

With a focus on continuities rather than breaks, it is easier to see that the actuarial or economic
account of insurance has not “replaced” an “earlier” individual or juridical account. Present day images
of insurance in both popular culture and the insurance trade express a character-centered understanding of
insurance that the actuarial account might be thought to have left behind (Baker 1994, Glenn 2000).
Similarly, many of the 19th century sources for the insurance temptation (moral hazard) can also be read
as earlier expressions of the economists’ incentive. Thus, rather than identifiable moments in intellectual
history, the juridical and the actuarial reflect competing (and in some cases complementary) approaches
to risk that are manifested in different ways in different places and times.

Character and Temptation
in the 19th Century Insurance Trade
In keeping with Victorian ideals, the 19th century insurance trade was suffused with explicitly
moral concerns. (Cf., Houghton 1957). Conceptually, insurers located and managed these concerns
through attention to what they called “moral hazard.” The concept of moral hazard was first used in the
fire insurance trade as a way to distinguish between risks related to the physical nature of insured property
and risks related to the people associated with the property. (Baker 1996) Fire insurers had long
recognized the importance of identifying the physical hazards that faced an insured property. In the mid
to late 19th century, they began using the term “moral hazard” to refer to hazards related to the behavior of
people in connection with insured property. (Baker 1996: 248) "Incendiarism," fraud, and "interested
carelessness" were moral hazards that caused losses. Bad character or habits, financial embarrassment,
poor business practices, and overinsurance were moral hazards that increased the probability of loss.
(Ducat 1865: 9-15) The "moral" insured was honest, careful, chaste, thrifty, hard working, moderate in
habits, and did not gamble.
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For these insurers, moral hazard was a label applied to both people and situations. The people
were those whose character suggested that they were unusually susceptible to the temptation that
insurance can create, and the situations were those that heightened that temptation. The 1867 edition of
the Aetna Guide to Fire Insurance illustrates both these senses of moral hazard and the relationship
between the two. The Aetna Guide begins its description of the underwriting process by admonishing
agents to "consider first the moral hazard" and then asks:
What is the general character borne by the applicant? Are his habits good? Is he an old
resident, or a stranger and an itinerant? Is he effecting insurance hastily, or for the first
time? Have threats been uttered against him? Is he peaceable or quarrelsome - popular or
disliked? Is his business profitable or otherwise? Has he been trying to sell out? Is he
pecuniarily embarrassed? Is the stock reasonably fresh and new, or old, shopworn, and
unsaleable? When was an inventory last taken? Is the amount of insurance asked for,
fully justified by the amount and value of the stock? Is a set of books systematically kept?
(Aetna 1867: 21).
Character, or the individual predisposition for fraud or loss, is a dominant concern here. It is the job of,
first, the agent, and then the underwriter to weed out "moral hazards" - those insureds most likely to be
careless or fraudulent. (See also Ducat 1865, Tiffany 1887: 55, Weed 1904: 21)

The Aetna Guide also stressed, however, that there were certain situations that posed a moral
hazard for all insureds, regardless of individual predisposition:
The insured should never make money by a loss. The contract should never be so
arranged, that under any circumstances it would be profitable to the insured to meet with
disaster. Any other arrangement is offering a premium for carelessness and roguery.
(Aetna 1867:157. See also Ducat 1865:11-12, Tiffany 1882:46, Tiffany 1887: 55).
5

Even in this description, there is a strong reference to character - "carelessness and roguery." The good
insured, like the good person, was neither careless nor a rogue. But, because carelessness and roguery,
like all sins, are potentially present in even good people, insurance must be structured so as not to "lead us
into temptation." Thus, the insurance moral hazard is not only the immoral person, but also a
characteristic of the insurance relationship itself.

The focus on temptation is even more explicit within warnings about overinsurance: “Heavy
insurance also increases the moral hazard, by developing a motive for crime, where otherwise no
temptation existed, and wrong was in no way contemplated.” (Aetna 1867: 159). This link reveals an
important point: Even the situational aspect of moral hazard was understood in moral terms. The classic
situation in which insurance most changes incentives – overinsurance – works through temptation, by
bringing out the bad in otherwise good people:
Relieve parties from temptation to burn where it exists through too full insurance, for you
can be sure that a money pressure or other shock to the profits of trade does, in the
aggregate, create many very questionable and unsatisfactory losses to underwriters.
Tiffany (1887:55)

Thus, moral hazard was understood to derive from the interrelated dynamics of character and
temptation. The worse the insured's character, the less temptation needed to provoke her to cheat the
insurance company, and the more likely she is to seek out a situation in which the temptation is present.
As insurance manuals would have put it, there is no premium high enough for a building under the care of
an arsonist. And, when the best price that can be obtained for a building is from the insurance company,
even an honest person "would not be angered by the discovery that it had been burned." (Weed 1904).
An insured meeting an underwriter's moral ideal would not yield even in the face of the strongest
temptation. But this ideal is impossibly high and, therefore, character underwriting, alone, is not enough.
6

Insurers must work to reduce the temptation insurance can create.

The moral ideal, Vanity Fair's Colonel William Dobbin, is the exception that proves this rule.
Near the conclusion of that novel, Colonel Dobbin's wife learns that her brother had taken out a life
insurance policy on himself, and "in a good deal of alarm" assumed that her brother was financially
embarrassed (apparently because a gentleman was thought to have no need for life insurance unless his
creditors demanded it). Immediately she dispatched Dobbin to see her brother, who explained that he had
taken the insurance policy out to provide a "little present" for his disreputable companion, Lady Rebecca
Crawley, the former Becky Sharp (to whom he would be embarrassed to leave anything in his will).
Dobbin counseled his brother-in-law that Rebecca was capable of killing for the money and warned him
to break off the relationship. (Thackeray 1848: 794 -96 ) When the brother-in-law died three months later,
it turned out that the life insurance proceeds were payable half to Rebecca and half to Dobbin's wife. The
Insurance Office at first refused to pay Rebecca - "the solicitor of the Insurance Company swore it was
the blackest case that ever had come before him" - but relented under pressure from Rebecca's solicitors,
Messrs. Burke, Thurtell, and Hayes (names that, according to the notes to the Penguin English Library
edition, the nineteenth century reader would have known as notorious murderers). (1848: 813) Colonel
Dobbin, however, was made of much finer stuff. Thackeray reports that he "sent back his share of the
legacy to the Insurance Office, and rigidly declined to hold any communication with Rebecca." (1848: 96)

As this vignette suggests, the problem of moral hazard makes every claim at least potentially
suspect. Without investigation, there is no way for the adjuster to know whether the fates conspired
against an innocent insured, whether the insurance temptation eroded the moral balance of a former
innocent, or whether, as in the case of Thackeray’s Becky Sharp, the claimant’s bad character somehow
escaped the examination of the insurance underwriter who issued the policy. As a result, every claim
requires the insurance adjuster to make a moral evaluation of the claimant.
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The 1868 edition of the Handbook of Adjustment of Loss or Damage by Fire illustrates this
conception of the insurance adjuster’s role. (Griswold 1868). The Handbook opens by explaining the
many difficulties that attend the “art” of insurance adjusting and then attributes those difficulties to two
causes: “the policy and the insured.” The Handbook’s problems with the fire insurance policy do not
concern us here (they concern the difficulty of expressing in words the intent of the underwriters and the
conflicting and overlapping coverage provided by different fire insurance forms), but the problems with
the insured are worth quoting at length:
As arising from the insured; who may be divided into two classes, viz.: the honest and the
dishonest. The honest are not unfrequently ignorant and obstinate; avaricious and suspicious;
prone to over valuation of their loss; without books of accounts or other vouchers upon which
even an approximate estimate of the loss can be safely made, and while thus unable, or unwilling,
to afford any assistance in arriving at the amount of loss are, nevertheless, ready at every turn
adverse to their claim, to charge the adjuster with an attempt to defraud them of their rights.
The dishonest: As it is estimated that fully two-thirds of our fires are incendiary,
originating in fraud, this class will necessarily occupy a large share of the adjuster’s attention; and
inasmuch as parties who intend to defraud insurance companies in this manner, will lay their
plans with more or less skill or shrewdness, in order to avoid suspicion, they will require to be
met with zeal, prudence and ability on the part of the adjuster. Such attempts are not
unfrequently frustrated by a system of close watching and masterly inactivity, for they cannot
bear the test of delay and constant scrutiny.

(1868: 8 [italics in original]).

The job of the fire insurance adjuster is to determine whether the insured is honest or dishonest
and to evaluate the claim accordingly. Even the claims of the honest, however, need careful scrutiny
because of the problems of ignorance, avarice and suspicion. And, as the claims of the dishonest can
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easily appear to be honest, the adjuster needs a system of “close watching and masterly inactivity.” (See
also Tiffany 1887: 266-267). Fires of unknown cause present the greatest challenge to the adjuster’s
investigative skills. There are “many circumstances should have due consideration,” but the “first” is:
the insured, and his possible agency in the fire. His moral character, standing and
business circumstances should be weighed; his antecedents should be inquired into: Has
he been burned out before? Was he insured? Did he recover the insurance? Any
suspicious circumstances attending such fire? Did he lose anything above the insurance?
Is he now involved, or overloaded with unsalable stock on a falling market? Is he owner
of the property, or is it leased -- in litigation or unproductive? Has he made any attempts
to sell? Is he over-insured? In fine, do circumstances indicate, in any way, that it would
be an object for him to sell to the underwriters? (Griswold 1868: 35 [italics in original])

As the Handbook, the Aetna Guide and many other 19th century insurance sources suggest,
insurance was understood as a potential threat to the moral order – because of the temptation it could
create and the bad character it could reward. (See also Zelizer 1979, reporting on life insurance)
Therefore, insurance companies had an obligation to serve as guardians of that order. Insurance was for
good people; bad character was a perfectly acceptable, indeed, laudable reason for refusing insurance
coverage, but even good people had to be protected from the temptation that insurance could create. And,
because any claim could be the product of that temptation, each claim required a moral evaluation of the
claimant.

Implicit in this approach to moral hazard is a distinctive morality of risk and its subjects. Risk is
constructed as a “bad” – the possibility manifest today of unfortunate events in the future. Although there
is an implicit recognition that, through insurance, risk could be turned into a “good,” at least from the
perspective of an individual insured (for example, one who insures a building for twice its value and then
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prays for lightning or who insures a life not his own), we learn of that recognition only from admonitions
and other devices designed to prevent insurance from transforming risk in this manner. Agents are urged
to prevent overinsurance; adjusters are urged to ensure that insureds never receive more than the value of
their property in the settlement of a loss; courts are urged to adopt a series of legal doctrines so that
insureds never gain through loss;2 and the origins of insurance in speculation and gaming are actively
suppressed. (Baker 1996, Clark 1999, Pearson 1990, Zelizer 1979).
Through the insurance claims process, the unfortunate events that do occur were also subject to a
moral calculus, one that turned upon judgments about causes. The most deserving claims were the
consequences of fate – random events, outside anyone’s control – or the fault of people outside the
victim’s control. The most undeserving claims were the consequences of fraud – deliberate attempts to
cause (or fake) harm and thereby steal money from the insurance fund. In between, were claims that were
the consequence of the “interested carelessness” that results from giving in to the insurance temptation
and those that were the consequence of the more ordinary, but still blameworthy, relaxation of vigilance
that comes from the security that insurance provides.

The 1868 Handbook (Griswold 1868:35) illustrates this moral calculus as well: “Fires may be
said to originate from three primary causes, viz.: accident, carelessness, and design.” Accidental fires
deserve immediate compensation, and intentional fires immediate denial. Carelessness occupies a more
ambiguous position. The Handbook complains that “[t]here is no remedy at present under the law for
carelessness,” but notes, hopefully, that “gross negligence on the part of the party to whom money was
payable in case of loss, is presumptive of fraud; and if established by strong proof would prevent
recovery.” Similarly, Tiffany (1887:271) writes:
In dealing with a suspicious loss, an adjuster is justified in taking every advantage
possible, if he is satisfied that the loss is not the result of an accident, for the claimant has
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gone into the thing with his eyes open, fully knowing the exact status of affairs, and the
case being merely one of sharpness versus dishonesty, the adjuster need have no scruples
of conscience, but let his faculties have full sway, and the keener the knife cuts, the
better, for fraud should not be palliated in such cases.

Especially in the presence of insurance, this bad thing – risk– was attributable, not only to the
interaction between fate and the material world, but also to the moral weakness of individuals. This
understanding of the insurance risk may explain how it was that insurance institutions came to engage in
disciplinary practices. (Foucault 1978, Dreyfus & Rabinow 1983) If risk was in part a product of moral
weakness, one way to reduce it was to attack that moral weakness. The tools were classification and
exclusion (of immoral insureds and of especially tempting kinds of insurance coverage), inspection (of
prospective insureds and insurance claims – in the Handbook’s memorable phrase “close watching and
masterful inactivity”), and exhortation (to agents, adjusters and insureds) – all with the aim of shaping
individuals into normal, predictable bundles, so that the rates charged today would be sufficient to cover
the claims of tomorrow.
Thus, on the ground, insurance was thoroughly moralized during the 19th century period that
Ewald and Defert describe as the birth of the actuarial. Through such techniques as the exclusion of the
immoral and the surveillance of the behavior of those allowed into the insurance pool, insurance
institutions were explicitly engaged in moral regulation. These observations are supported elsewhere in
the insurance literature by Pat O’Malley’s work on industrial life insurance in Britain, and Viviana
Zelizer’s work on 19th century life insurance in America (O’Malley 1999, Zelizer 1979). Indeed, as
Zelizer describes, the explosive growth of the U.S. life insurance market in the second half of the 19th
century was inextricably tied up with the ideological work of insurance promoters. They transformed life
insurance from a presumptuous interference with divine Providence into God’s gift for the protection of
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widows and children. Similarly, as O’Malley’s work shows, much of the disciplinary intervention of
those insuring the lives of “the poor” in Britain was founded on the explicit assumption that insurance
was a moralizing technique that trained such people in the virtues of thrift and prudence (see also Clark
1999 and Pearson 1990).

From Character and Temptation to the
“Technical” Concept of Moral Hazard
In earlier work (Baker 1996), I described how a “technical,” “neutral” economic concept of moral
hazard is employed in contemporary academic and public policy literature in a way that echoes its overtly
moralistic origins. I contrasted that moralistic use with the claim that, in its “pure form”, the economic
concept of moral hazard has, as one leading economist wrote, “little to do with morality.” (Pauly 1968).
The assumption was made, in other words, that the category of “moral hazard” generated by economics
through the use of formal logic, probability theory and statistical analysis, did produce a de-moralized
conception of insurance, but that its (implicitly, illegitimate) deployment within moralized programs gave
it moral content. The mistake here, I would argue, is in accepting that categories such as “moral hazard”
or “actuarial fairness” could ever exist independently of the identities, norms, and affiliations that
constitute the lived moralities of the people acting in that social field. Ewald, Defert and Simon are
clearly right that people using those concepts can create institutions that (slowly and unpredictably)
change (and are changed by) identities, norms and affiliations. Nevertheless, the process is better
understood as “re-moralization” than “de-moralization,” - and we would do better yet simply to pay
attention to moralities and processes of moralization as we chart the path of insurance concepts and
institutions over time.3

In the remainder of this essay I will support this claim by re-analyzing the neoclassical economic
approach to insurance as the embodiment of a competing morality of risk. It is worth paying careful
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attention to economic analysis because of the enormous influence that it has had within at least the
academic sector of the insurance field. Indeed, I would argue that the economics of insurance represent
the epitome of the actuarial approach to insurance. The leading insurance journals and academic
departments (at least in the United States) are populated by economists. Policy debates over the nature
and extent of public insurance or the regulation of private insurance are almost always framed in
economic terms. Moreover, even those who believe that neoclassical economics presents an overly
stylized and deterministic vision of insurance nevertheless learn at least the basics of economic analysis
and cannot help but have their understanding shaped in the process. (E.g., Ewald 1999a)

The person most responsible for developing the economics of insurance into a central focus of
neoclassical economics is Kenneth Arrow. In the early 1960s, Arrow was asked to analyze the economics
of the growing health care sector of the U.S. economy. Arrow reported the results of his "exploratory and
tentative study" of medical economics in an article published in a prominent economics journal that
announced his support for government provision of health insurance.(Arrow 1963) In that article, Arrow
addressed the "moral hazard" of insurance, which he explicitly defined as "the effect of insurance on
incentives." (1963: 961). Arrow described that effect as occurring when "the event against which
insurance is taken out" lies "in the control of the individual" who benefits from the insurance. Insurance
creates a “moral hazard” by changing the incentives of patients: they no longer bear the full cost of their
medical treatment and, thus (all other things being equal) will be more likely to visit doctors more often
and use doctors who use more costly medical services.

The word “moral” in Arrow’s “moral hazard,” like the “moral” in the 18th century mathematician
Nicholas Bernoulli’s concept of “moral value,” was not intended to have a moralistic meaning, but rather
to call upon the idea of “subjective expectation.” (Dembe & Boden 2000) Bernoulli’s “moral value,”
which Arrow had explored in earlier writing (Arrow 1953, as referred to in Dembe & Boden 2000), meant
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the “subjective value” (or, perhaps, idiosyncratic value) that a particular individual assigns to a particular
risk or benefit – an idea that has been credited as the source of the concept of individual utility that is
central to neoclassical economics. (Dembe & Boden 2000) Similarly, Arrow’s “moral hazard” refers to
an situation in which there is a subjective value placed on a risk that differs from the objective or social
value of that risk. For Arrow, moral hazard occurs in situations in which the subjective cost that an
individual attaches to a particular risk is less than the cost of that risk from an objective or social point of
view. Because insurance shifts the cost of the loss from an individual to an insurance company, insurance
presents just that situation.

In broad outline, the moral hazard of economic theory is a more analytically precise version of
the temptation half of the insurance trade's moral hazard. If the insurer's answer to the insurance
temptation could be captured in a slogan, it would be "never a gain from a loss." The corresponding
slogan for the economist would be "less loss from loss means more loss." Starting from the assumption
that money compensates for loss,4 it follows that insurance will cause a loss of a given magnitude to be
felt by an individual insured as if it were a loss of lesser magnitude. After all, that is the very point of
insurance.5 The ratio of "actual" (or “objective”) loss to "felt" (or “subjective”) loss in any particular
situation will vary according to the extent to which insurance compensates for the "actual" loss.
Assuming further that people are rational loss minimizers who are in control of themselves and their
surroundings, that taking care is effective, and that insurance companies do not condition payment on a
given level of care, it follows that people will respond to insurance by taking less care, and, therefore,
incurring more "actual" (but not "felt") loss. Hence, less (subjective) loss from (objective) loss means
more (objective) loss. This conclusion, together with the assumptions from which it follows, is the
essence of the economist's moral hazard.6

The most obvious difference between the economists' and the insurers' conceptions of moral
14

hazard is the role of character in each. As discussed earlier, even the insurers' response to the situational
or temptation aspect of the moral hazard can be understood as an effort to make insurance less attractive
to "moral hazards" - that is to say, to people with undesirable character. While Arrow’s early writing
demonstrated some regard for character (Arrow 1968), character nevertheless has disappeared from the
economists' moral hazard analysis. (What is left of character is addressed by the economics of adverse
selection, discussed below.) In the process, moral hazard becomes a property of insurance arrangements,
not of the individuals who enter those arrangements. In contrast to the earlier insurance concept, the
economic concept focuses less on the individuals with insurance than on the institutions that provide that
insurance. From this perspective, risk is less dependent on the character of individual insureds than on
the incentives they are given, and, correspondingly, less a measure of the character of individuals than a
measure of the institutional structures erected to protect them from risk. Thus, the encounter with risk
becomes a test of institutions, not a test of individual character.

A related difference occurs in the metamorphosis of the insurance temptation into an incentive.
Where the insurance writers' "temptation” evoked a confrontation between good and evil, the economists'
"incentive" evokes a cost-benefit calculation. Both temptation and incentive are matters of degree, but the
category "temptation" gives greater attention to the moral worth of the individual who responds (or not) to
the temptation. Temptation also leads to a search for a tipping point, the point up to which it is safe to go
without concern that the individual will succumb to that temptation. Hence, the fire insurer's concern
about "gain through loss." That gain was a specific one: the ability to get more money from the insurance
company upon the destruction of the insured property than through continued operation or sale of the
property. The economists' "incentive," in contrast, is a force that acts on all people. For the economist,
gain is a matter of degree, and, absent some countervailing incentive, insurance of any sort, in any
amount, will change behavior.

15

Part of what is going on here is a shift in the treatment of the subject of insurance. In the
insurance writers’ account, the subject (the insured person) is an individual with a unique character that,
within limits of course, can be known and accounted for by the insurer. Exactly how insurers will do this
is not well specified; nor is there a well-developed psychology undergirding their account. Instead,
insurers rely on the commonsense, practical knowledge of insurance agents, underwriters and adjusters.
Regardless of the efficacy of this approach (and how could we possibly know given that insurers do not
collect data on the losses of people they do not insure?), the result is that insurers take an explicitly moral
measure of the people they insure. In the economic account, in contrast, the insured is a rationally
calculating, “thin” subject whose character cannot be known or accounted for on an individual basis. In a
sense, the economics of insurance brackets the subject – treats it as a “black box” – perhaps precisely
because (after Freud and others) of a loss in confidence in the ability to predict character or behavior on
an individual level. Regardless of the reason, however, the economics of insurance does not take a moral
measure of the individual insured.

By holding character constant, and by focusing on the institutional structures that encourage
rational people to act in one way rather than another, the economics of insurance appear to leave morality
behind (except insofar as morality is understood as an institutional structure, cf. Arrow 1968). Immorality
is not the cause of moral hazard and virtue is not the solution, because moral hazard is the result of people
acting in their best interests. Similarly, moral hazard is not a threat to a moral order, it is simply a
challenge to the efficient allocation of resources. The touchstone is efficiency, not morality.

Yet, if we compare what the 19th century insurers did in the name of morality and what
economists call for in the name of efficiency there is a surprising overlap. Recall that the Aetna Guide
and Griswold’s Handbook urged the use of four tools for the preservation of morality in the face of
insurance: classification, exclusion, limitation of benefits, and monitoring. Insurers were to classify
16

applicants into good and bad, exclude the bad, limit insurance benefits so good people were not tempted
to wrong, and engage in “close watching and masterful inactivity” to weed out the bad who slipped
through and the good who succumbed to the insurance temptation.

The economics of insurance call for the use of the same tools, albeit in the name of efficiency.
Insurers should limit benefits and monitor behavior in order to correct the negative incentives (i.e. moral
hazard) that insurance would otherwise create. Limiting benefits (through coinsurance, deductibles, or
limits on the risks covered) provides an incentive to be careful by making people share in their losses.
Monitoring provides an incentive to be careful and honest by providing the insurer a legitimate basis for
refusing to pay if people are not. Similarly, insurers should classify applicants and exclude the
undesirable, because of the related problem of “adverse selection.” (Adverse selection refers to the
tendency for insurance to be purchased by people who are disproportionately likely to experience an
insured-against event. (Rothschild & Stiglitz 1976). Absent countervailing efforts by insurance
companies, the result is that the insurance pool will consist disproportionately of people with undesirable
risk characteristics. (Akerlof 1970).) Accordingly, insurers should classify applicants on the basis of risk
and exclude the most risky. The problems addressed are “risk” and “incentives” rather than “character”
and “temptation,” but the solutions are much the same as those offered by the 19th century insurance texts.

Indeed, if we regard morality in Hunt's (1999: 6-8) terms – as a form of governing that seeks to
act on conduct that is defined as intrinsically good or bad – then we can see that both approaches are
forms of moral regulation. The first governs through moralized personal attributes or pressures like
“temptation” and “character,” the second through moralized institutional and system attributes or
processes described in terms of “efficiency.” In the insurance context, both moral discourses justify
dividing populations into categories that are more and less desirable, and both valorize the desirable. For
example, Rothschild and Stiglitz’s classic article on the economics of insurance explains that, “By their
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very being, high risk individuals cause an externality [(a kind of inefficiency)]: the low risk individuals
are worse off than they would be in the absence of the high-risk individuals.” (1976:629) Although I am
sure that they would insist that there is nothing inherently better about “low risks” than “high risks,”
nevertheless they report that high risks harm low risks (either through cross subsidies or by forcing the
low risks out of the insurance pool), which makes high risks “bad” for low risks.

Despite the apparent neutrality of “efficiency,” it has a clear moral valence. Efficiency is good
and inefficiency is bad; low risks are good and high risks are bad. Once we have an idea of the good, a
morality can be built around it. (Cf., Nietzsche 1888:39, describing the morality of the noble man “who
conceives the basic concept “good” in advance and spontaneously out of himself and only then creates for
himself the idea of “bad”!”) The fact that insurance underwriters and adjusters (albeit improperly from an
economist’s perspective) commonly collapse the categories of good and bad risks, on the one hand, and
moral and immoral people, on the other (Glenn 2000, Baker 1994), illustrates the moralizing power of
risk classification.
None of this is meant to suggest, however, that there is no difference between the openly
moralized counter-story described in the first part and the economic account sketched here. Indeed,
although the overlap is far from complete, the insurance and economic accounts resonate with two
governmental rationalities described by Ewald in a recent revisiting of some of the ideas from his 1991
governmentality essay. (Ewald 1999b). The first, “responsibility,” is a paradigm that aims “to make man
provident and prudent: provident as to the effect of fortune, prudent as to himself and the consequences of
his actions.” (1999b: 50). The second, “solidarity,” is a paradigm grounded in an understanding of risk
that is “based on statistics and probabilities” and “independent from the conduct of individuals.” Under
the solidarity paradigm, all damage is social, not only because law and society determine who must bear
the costs of a loss, but also because that loss itself is a social product: “Man is no longer objectified as
master of free conduct but rather as a link in a technical system, and his faults are rather thought of as
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errors, which must themselves be considered less as individual errors, than as errors of organization.”
(1999b: 57) The vision of moral hazard as a product of institutions, the idea that encounters with risk are a
test of institutions, and the transformation of temptation into incentive all fit well with this solidarity
paradigm.7 Similarly, the vision of moral hazard as a property of individual character, the idea that
encounters with risk are a test of character, and the goal of using insurance institutions to discipline (to
“responsibilize”) character all fit well within the responsibility paradigm.

We might say, in Foucaultian terms, that in the shift from the character to the incentive view of
moral hazard, the normalizing gaze turns from individuals to institutions. For the character-centered
insurance underwriter the "normal" is the normal individual – flawed, but not too flawed, who can
withstand normal, but not excessive, temptations – and the role of insurance institutions is to reject the
abnormal, police those who are accepted, and guard against abnormal temptation. For the economist and
the actuary, the "normal" is the normal loss – the amount of loss that a population would normally incur
in the absence of insurance – and the role of insurance institutions is to design and enforce insurance
contracts that counteract the moral hazard that otherwise would result.

As Ewald now states more clearly in relation to his paradigms of responsibility and solidarity,
these two understandings do not reflect “worlds that succeed each other over time, each replacing
another,” but rather, different “attitudes with respect to uncertainty, assessed and developed at [different]
moments in time.” (Ewald 1999b: 76). The economist’s understanding of moral hazard as a product of
institutions was implicit in the 19th century insurance literature’s emphasis on the danger of overinsurance, as well as the related concern that early social welfare benefits would “pauperize” (i.e. render
dependent and demoralized) the poor and thereby expand the demand for those benefits. (E.g.,
Toqueville 18358). Likewise, the “old” concept of risk as a test of character, and insurance as a
discipline, remains with us today.
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Indeed, risk as a test of character is all over popular culture. (Simon, forthcoming). Although
insurance as discipline is hardly a common trope in pop culture except, perhaps, in dystopian form
(Morawetz 1999), it is there for those who look. A recent insurance advertisement in Business Week
featured an (attractive, female) adjuster making a statement that, absent the copywriter’s coy enthusiasm,
could have come straight out of Griswold’s 1868 Handbook:
I love dissecting humans. It’s my job to be an excellent judge of character . . . to determine when
someone is telling the truth and when they’re committing insurance fraud. ... I talk to witnesses,
follow tire tracks down muddy roads ... whatever it takes to make sure the good guys, and the bad
ones, get exactly what they deserve. (Liberty Mutual 1999).9
Similarly, the sense that insurance measures an individual’s stability and conformity to social norms
explains Richard Russo’s choice of the title The Risk Pool for his novel exploring small town life in mid20th century Upstate New York. In that novel, society’s recognition that Sam had finally come to terms
with ordinary, middle class existence is conveyed by a letter from his insurance company saying “that he
was now eligible for insurance outside the risk pool, at considerably reduced rates” (Russo 1994: 470).
(For further evidence of the present importance of character to insurance underwriting see Glenn 2000)

The concept of moral hazard, specifically, and ideas about insurance generally, bridge two
competing moralities of risk, each with significant contemporary appeal. The two moralities share the
idea that helping people can have harmful consequences (encouraging bad character for the first one,
increasing social loss for the other). This alliance of ideas helps explain, for example, the extent and
limits of the contemporary alliance of interests between conservative and neo-liberal political groups.
There is a world of difference between Ronald Reagan’s story about the welfare queen and Bill Clinton’s
story about the welfare trap.10 Reagan’s story is about bad people who take advantage of the good
impulses of others, and Clinton’s is about well intentioned institutions that harm decent people. But, the
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two come together in the effort to “end welfare as we know it,” just as surely as they divide when the
conservative reliance on character collides with the neo-liberal reliance on institutions (as we see in the
split over such issues as affirmative action, publicly financed economic development, and financial
regulation).

Conclusion
Putting these two paradigms side by side – one individualistic/ character centered/ disciplinary/
moralistic, the other collective/ utilitarian/ probabilistic/ technical – it is easy to see how the “actuarial”
can appear to de-moralize identities and relationships. Yet, the actuarial (or economic) paradigm also
moralizes identities and relationships. In that regard, Arrow’s decision to inject into the field of
economics a term with such a pejorative connotation in the insurance trade is revealing. Indeed, in the
same article, he commented on his use of the term “optimality theorem” as follows:
Both the conditions of this optimality theorem and the definition of optimality call for
comment. A definition is just a definition, but when the definiendum is a word already in
common use with highly favorable connotations, it is clear that we are really trying to be
persuasive; we are implicitly recommending the achievement of optimal states. (Arrow
1963: 942)
So, too, with moral hazard, though here the definiendum was a word in common use in the insurance trade
with very negative connotations. In the economic account moral hazard leads to inefficiency, which is
clearly a “bad” in economic analysis. Similarly, although actuaries may talk about good risks rather than
good people, both are thereby given a moral valence, and distinguished from bad risks and bad people.

It is important to remember that the insurance writers’ and the economists’ accounts are two ways
of making sense of the same historical phenomenon: the growth of insurance institutions. Indulging
ourselves for the moment with the thought that the technical economic account represents in some way
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“insurance” in its pure, ideal (Platonic?) form, we can understand the insurers’ account as in part the lived
reaction to that form. Indeed, the rhetoric of moral hazard arose in reaction to a perception that the new
insurance forms threatened public morality (Baker 1996, Zelizer 1979) and, in time, moralized those
forms:
The rhetoric of moral hazard permitted the insurance men to deny that insurance broke
with conventional morality, and to believe their denial, even as the enterprise they built
traveled down the road toward the abandonment of that morality in favor of a
populational, actuarial understanding of that world. (Baker 1996:260).
While this account of the moralization of insurance stands up to re-examination, the claim that
conventional morality was somehow abandoned clearly does not. This new way of understanding the
world was a synthesis built on the old that did not abandon morality but rather (partially) transformed it,
creating an alternative, not a replacement. The “actuarial” account differs from the “juridical” account,
not in the absence of moral judgments but only in their definition.

One demonstration that both moralities of risk have survived into the 21st century comes from the
internal organization of insurance companies, where the two moralities are institutionalized within
different departments. The typical insurance company contains an actuarial department that is responsible
for setting rates and risk classifications, an underwriting department that is responsible for selecting who
will be insured from among those who apply, 11 and a claims department that is responsible for weeding
out fraud and exaggeration. Undoubtedly, real life actuaries deviate in significant ways from the ideal
type of actuarialism sketched above. (Cf., Alborn 1996) Nevertheless, their role and approach differs
markedly from that of underwriters and claims representatives. Actuaries work with aggregates, with
selected and unselected populations. Underwriters and claims workers, in contrast, differentiate among
the individuals within those aggregates. (Glenn 2000, Baker 1995) As this suggests, these “competing”
approaches to risk can in practice be complementary. Holding individual character constant allows
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actuaries (and econometricians) to identify environmental and institutional effects on risk. Leaving room
for character allows underwriters and claims handlers to act on the popular belief (which we act on nearly
every day in our lives) that, notwithstanding Freud, it is possible to know one another and to predict
behavior on an individual level.
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NOTES.
*

Thank you to Anne Dailey, Brian Glenn, Tom Morawetz, Jeremy Paul, Carol Weisbrod, an anonymous
reviewer and, especially, Pat O’Malley for thoughtful critiques of an earlier draft.
1

Here and elsewhere, I use the word “moral” in its traditional sense. E.g., Nietzsche (1888).

2

These include the doctrines of insurable interest, fortuity and indemnity. The “insurable interest”
requirement obligates the beneficiary of an insurance policy to have some interest in the preservation of the property
or life insured, which acts as a check on any improper incentive toward the destruction of the person or property
insured and which eliminated certain kinds of insurance that were regarded as forms of gambling. The “fortuity”
principle limits insurance to events that are uncertain and, thus, would be one basis for excluding intentional losses
(presumably insureds would tend to cause losses intentionally when that “loss” was really a “gain”). The indemnity
principle limits the amount paid on an insurance claim to that required to “indemnify” the insured for the loss, i.e.,
make the insured whole, but not better off. See Jerry (1996).
3

Examples of work that points in this direction are collected in Baker & Simon (Forthcoming). See also
Alborn (1996 and 2000), Clark (1999), Ericson (2000), Glenn (2000), Weisbrod (2000) and Zelizer (1979).
4

Of course, like other assumptions, this one does not always match reality. See Baker (1996:277-79).

5

See An Acte concerninge matters of Assurances, amongste Marchantes, 1601, 43 Eliz., ch. 12 (Eng.):
By meanes of whiche Policies of Assurance it comethe to passe, upon the losse or perishinge of
any Shippe there followethe not the undoinge of any Man, but the losse lightethe rather easilie
upon many, then heavilie upon fewe, and rather upon them that adventure not then those that doe
adventure, whereby all Merchantes, speciallie the younger sorte, are allured to venture more
willinglie and more freelie ....

6

Leading articles setting out the economics of moral hazard include Arrow (1963 and 1968), Pauly (1968
and 1974), Ehrlich & Becker (1968), Marshall (1976), Holmstrom (1979), and Stiglitz (1983).
7

Understanding the economic concept of moral hazard as consistent with a principle of solidarity might take
some work for those accustomed to focusing on the competitive-individualism that underlies the idea of utility at the
core of neoclassical economics. But, once risk is conceived as the product of institutions – a core insight of the
economic concept of moral hazard – all risk is social, and the solidaristic consequences of that understanding are
well explained by Ewald. While the sense of fraternite often thought essential to solidarity is missing, one of the
geniuses of insurance as a practice is the demonstration that solidarity can, and indeed does, exist notwithstanding
the absence of fraternal feeling among the participants in any particular insurance arrangement. Baker
(Forthcoming).
8

“I am convinced that any permanent, regular, administrative system whose aim will be to provide for the
needs of the poor, will breed more miseries than it can cure, will deprave the population that it wants to help and
comfort, will in time reduce the rich to being no more than the tenant-farmers of the poor, will dry up the sources of
savings, will stop the accumulation of capital, will retard the development of trade …..” Toqueville (1835:25)
9

For further discussion, see Baker (1995) on the “claims story” of the “immoral insured,” which plays an
important role in claims adjusting.

10

While campaigning for office, Ronald Reagan was fond of telling a fictitious story of a Chicago welfare
queen, who was able to drive a Cadillac because of the welfare payments she collected on behalf of nonexistent
children. The message of this story was that many people who collected welfare were cheats who did not need it.
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Bill Clinton told his story of the welfare trap when explaining why the U.S. needed to “end welfare as we know it.”
The welfare trap is a system that prevents people from going back to work because they will make less money in
their first job off welfare than they make on welfare. The message of this story is that the welfare problem is a
broken system, not bad people.
11

This description does not take into account significant statutory limits on insurance company’s selection
among applicants in some lines of insurance, at least in the United States. Health insurance is the most heavily
regulated in this regard.
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